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Remark on the Generalized Graph Extension Theorem 
w. MIELANTS 
The notion of the equivariant Z2-cohomology space of degree k of a finite permutation group 
(fl, G): Hk(fl, G, Z2) will be introduced. It will be proved that if (fl, G) is t-transitive that 
H'+l(fl, G, Z2) '" 0 if and only if this permutation group can be obtained as a transitive extension 
from its stabilizer group by the Generalized Graph Extension Theorem of E. Shuit and D. G. 
Higman. 
1. EQUIVARIANT Zz-COHOMOLOGY SPACES OF FINITE PERMUTATION GROUPS 
Consider a finite set fln ={Xt. xz, ... , xn}, then we denote by (~n) the set of the (;) 
k-subsets of fln if O:s;: k :s;: n and the empty set if k < 0 or k > n. Then each vector of the 
linear space Hom[ (~n), ZzJ is the characteristic vector of a set of k-subsets (or a 
k-system) of fln. Consider now the linear coboundary map 
defined by 
XEa 
'tI f E Hom[ ( ~n), ZzJ . 
Then 8 k+ 18 k = 0 and 8 kf is the characteristic vector of the set of all (k + I)-subsets of fln 
which contain an odd number of k-subsets of the k-systemf. Hence a Zz-cocycle of degree 
k is a k-system on fln such that each (k + I)-subset of fln contains an even number of 
blocks of that k-system and conversely. The Zz-cochain complex 
is acyclic, or each Zz-cocycle is a Zz-coboundary (see [3]). 
Indeed if f E Hom[ ( ~n) , ZzJ and if x E fln then we define the internal structure fx of the 
. { } (fln -{x}) k-system f WIth respect to x by fx(a) = f(a u x )Va E k -1 ; and we define CPAf) as 
the (k -I)-system fx with x as an isolated point Hence 
Then it is easy to prove that the map 
'tIx E fln defines a contracting homotopy; or that for each f E Hom[ (~n), ZzJ we have: 
f= CPx8kf + 8 k - 1 cpxf. Hence if f is a Zz-cocycle of degree k, or if 8"f = 0 thenf is always the 
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Z2-coboundary of the (k -I)-system tPxf. Hence the sequence 0 ~ Hom[nm Z2] ....,. 
is exact and so the dimension of the Z2-cocycle space of degree k is I:=l (-l)i+1(k ~ j)' 
Consider now a finite permutation group of degree n: (fl", G) with G,,;; Sym(fl"). Then 
each g E G induces a linear automorphism 'Pk (g) of the linear space Hom[ ( ~"), Z2] 
(0,,;; k ,,;; n) defined by 
'Pk(g)f(a) = f(g*(a)); Vf E Hom[ (~n), Z2]; 
Va E (~n), where if a = {Xi!' Xh, ... ,Xik} we have that g*(a) = {g(xj,), g(Xh), ... , g(Xik)}' 
This is in fact the natural action of the permutation group (nn, G) on the set of k-systems 
on fl,,; and it is easy to see that each such action commutes with the Z2-coboundary 
operator, or that 
'Pk+l(g)Skf= S\Pk(g)/; VI E Hom[ (~n), Z2J, 
V k E Z, V g E G. Hence each g E G induces an automorphism 'P (g) = {'Pk (g) / / k E Z} of 
the Z2-cochain complex 
[([Hom(~n),Z2lsk)/ /kEZ]' 
If now lis a G-invariant k-system on nn; or iff E Hom[ (~"),Z2] and if ({>k(g)f = fVg E G 
then since 'Pk+l(g)Skf ::=Sk{{>k(g)f=SkfVgEG we have that its Zz-coboundary is also 
G-invariant. Hence the G-invariant Z2-cochains form a subcochain-complex of 
for each G,,;; Sym(fl"). Since a G-invariant Z2-cochain of degree k (or a G-invariant 
k-system on fln) is a Z2-cochain which is constant on the G-orbits of the natural action of 
G on (~n), they form a linear space on Z2, the sum of two Z2-cochains being their 
symmetric difference, with the set of G-orbits on (~n) :(~n)[G] as basis. Consider now 
the linear coboundary map 
Sk[G): Hom[ (~n)[G], Z2]""" Hom[ (k~"l)[G], Z2J 
defined by Sk[G)f(U)::= Skf(a) where a is an arbitrary element of the G-orbit u. 
We call the Z2-cochain complex 
the equivariant Z2-cochain complex of the natural action of the permutation group 
(fl", G) on the unordered subsets of il". 
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Also we call respectively 1m 8 k- I [G]=Bk(fln' G, Z2); Ker 8 k[G]=Zk(fln' G, Z2) and 
Zk(flm G, Z2)/ Bk(fln' G, Z2) = Hk (flm G, Z2) the equivariant Z2-coboundary, co cycle 
and cohomology spaces of degree k of the permutation group (flm G) in its natural action 
on the unordered subsets of fln. Zk(flm G, Z2) is the Zrlinear space of G-invariant 
Z2-cocycles of degree k, and Bk(fln' G, Z2) is the Z2-linear space of Z2-coboundaries 
of G-invariant Zrcochains of degree k. But since the Z2-cochain complex 
[ ( Hom[ ( ~n ), Z2], 8 k) k E z] is acyclic we have that each Z2-cocyle of degree k is the 
Z2-coboundary of at least one Z2-cochain of degree k -1. Hence if Hk(fln' G, Z2) ¢ 0 
then there exist G-invariant Z2-cocycles (or Z2-coboundaries) which are not Z2-coboun-
daries of G-invariant Z2-cochains of degree k -1. Hence the assertion Hk(fln' G, Z2) ¢ 0 
is equivalent with the fact that there exists a (k -i)-system on fln which is not G-invariant, 
but whose Z2-coboundary becomes G-invariant. This will become more clear by 
considering the Generalized Graph Extension Theorem of E. Shult and D. G. Higman. 
REMARK. If (fl, G) is a i-transitive permutation group and if CI = (X .. fl - Xl) and 
C2 = (X2, fl - X 2) are G-invariant bipartitionings of fl then CI + C2 = 
(Xl ~X2' fl - (Xl ~X2))' where Xl ~2 denotes the symmetrical difference of the sets Xl 
and X 2 , is also a G-invariant bipartitioning. Hence the G-invariant bipartitionings of fl 
form by addition an elementary abelian 2-group; and by scalar multiplication with 0 and 1 
(0. C = (4), fl); 1 . C = c) a Z2-linear space which we denote by A l(fl, G, Z2). This linear 
space is isomorphic with the equivariant Z2-cohomo!ogy space of degree two: 
H2(fl, G, Z2). Indeed, consider the map CP: A l(fl, G, Z2) ~ H2(fl, G, Z2) defined by 
CP(c) = 8 lX = 81(fl - X) for each G-invariant bipartitioning c = (X, fl - X). Since 8 lX is 
the complete bipartite graph whose edges are all the 2-subsets of fl which contain exactly 
one point of the set X, we have that 8 l X is a G-invariant Z2-cocycle. Since (fl, G) is 
I-transitive we have also that B2(fl, G, Z2) = 0 and so 8 l X is a vector of H2(fl, G, Z2). 
It is easy to prove that the map cP is linear and injective, and since each G-invariant 
Z2-cocycle of degree 2 is a complete bipartite graph associated to a G-invariant bipar-
titioning (see [15]) we have also that cP is surjective. 
Hence H2(fl, G, Z2) = A I (fl, G, Z2) if (fl, G) is a transitive permutation group. In 
particular we have of course that any primitive permutation group has a trivial Z2-
cohomology space of degree 2. If t is odd and if (fl, G) is a t-homogeneous permutation 
group, then for each G- invariant bipartitioning of (~) : C = ( X, ( ~ ) -X) we have that 
S'X = 8'[ (~) - X] is also G-invariant. 
Indeed if a E 8'X then a contains an odd number of t-subsets of X and so (since t is odd) 
also an odd number of t- subsets of ( ~) - X, and so a E 8'[ ( ~) - X] and conversely. If 
g E G with for instance g*(X) = (~) - X then g*(a) is a (t + i)-subset which contains 
an odd number of t-subsets of X and of (~) - X. 
Hence g*(a) E 8'(X) and so 8'(X) is G-invariant. 
Since (fl, G) is t-homogeneous we have that B'+\fl, G, Z2) = 0 and so 8'(X) is a 
non-trivial vector of H'+l(fl, G, Z2). Hence each G-invariant bipartitioning of the t-
subsets of a t- homogeneous permutation group with t odd implies the existence of a 
non-zero vector of the equivariant Z2-cohomology space of degree t + 1. But conversely; 
the existence of a non-trivial G-invariant Z2-cocycle of degree t + 1 of at-homogeneous 
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permutation group (n, G) does not imply the existence of a non-trivial G-invariant 
bipartitioning of ( ~ ) . Hence if we denote the Z2 -linear space of G- invariant bipartition-
ingsof (~) of a t-homogeneous permutation group (n, G) by A/(n, G, Z2); then we have 
that this linear space is a linear subspace of the equivariant Z2-cohomology space of 
degree t + 1 of (n, G) if t is odd. Hence if (n, G) is a t- homogeneous permutation group 
with t odd, then we have that A/ (n, G, Z2) ~ H(t+1)(n, G, Z2). 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the 4-group of Klein in its natural regular representation of 
degree 4: (n4, K4)' If n 4 = {Xl. X2, X3, X4} then C1 = ({X1X2}, {X3X4}); C2 = ({XI. X3}, {X2X4}) 
and C3 = ({X1X4}, {X2X3}) are K4-invariant bipartitionings of n 4. Hence A 1(n4, K 4, Z2) == 
{O, Ch C2, C3=C1 +C2}==Z~, Hence the equivariant Z2-cohomology space of degree 2 of 
(n4, K 4) is 2-dimensional. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the affine group AGL (3,2) in its 3-transitive action on the 8 
points of the 3-dimensional affine space of order 2: ns = AG(3, 2). Its natural action on the 
unordered subsets of Z2 has trivial equivariant Z2-cohomology spaces of degree k for 
k -# 4 but H 4[ns, AGL(3, 2), Z2] = Z2. Indeed there are exactly two AGL(3, 2)-orbits of 
4-subsets of AG(3, 2): the set of planar 4-subsets, and the set of non-planar 4-subsets. 
Since each 5-subset of AG(3, 2) contains exactly one planar 4-subset and four non-planar 
4-subsets, we have that the AGL(3, 2)-orbit of non-planar 4-subsets is a Z2-cocycle of 
degree 4. But this AGL (3, 2)-invariant Z2-cocycle of degree 4 is not the Z2-coboundary 
of an AGL (3, 2)-invariant Z2-cochain of degree 3 since by the 3-transitivity of AGL (3, 2) 
there exist no non-trivial AGL(3, Z)-orbits of 3-subsets. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the 5-transitive Mathieu group M24 of degree 24 in its action on 
the 224 unordered subsets of n 24. J. H. Conway [5] has proved that this action has exactly 
49 orbits and by using his results one finds that the equivariant Z2-cohomology spaces of 
degree k are all trivial except for k = 6, 9,10,12,14 and 18 where they are 1-dimensional. 
Consider, for instance, the case k = 6. There exist exactly two M 24-orbits of 6-subsets: the 
orbit of the special hexads (or the 6-subsets which are contained in the blocks of the 
5-(24,8, 1) Steiner system L24 of Witt which is associated to M 24); and the orbit of the 
umbral hexads (all non-speciaI6-subsets). Since there exist also exactly two M 24-orbits of 
7 -subsets: the orbit of the special heptads and the orbit of the umbral heptads, and since 
each special heptad contains only special hexads and since each umbral heptad contains 
exactly one special hexad and six umbral hexads; we have that the M 24-orbit of umbral 
hexads is a Z2-cocycle of degree 6. But this M 24-invariant Z2-cocycle of degree 6 is not the 
Z2-coboundary of an M 24-invariant Z2-cochain of degree 5, since by the 5-transitivity of 
M24 there exist no non-trivial M 24-orbits of 5-subsets. Hence H 6[n24, M 24, Z2]=Z2. 
2. THE GENERALIZED GRAPH EXTENSION THEOREM 
The Graph Extension Theorem of E. Shult [16] gives a sufficient condition for a 
1-transitive permutation group to have a transitive extension; and it also gives a con-
struction of this extension. D. G. Higman [8] has generalized this theorem of E. Shult as 
follows. If 
is non-trivial with G = Aut f t-transitive and t ~ 1, (or if G is a t-transitive group of 
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automorphisms of a non-trivial (t + I)-system on n points); if 00 is an isolated point and if 
there exists a 1T E Sym(fln U {oo}) such that: 
(i) 1T( (0) = p; 1T(p) = 00 for some point p E flm 
(ii) fp(1T*(~)) = fp(~) \f~ E (fln ~{p}), 
(iii) f(1T *(P)) = 8'+lf(f3 U {p}) \f f3 E (fl;: ip}) , 
then G has a transitive extension. If we denote by ([; (0) the (t + I)-system f with 00 as an 
isolated point, then 1T E Aut 8'+1([; (0) and Aut 8'+1([; (0) is this transitive extension of 
G==Autf· 
Conversely if 
g E Hom[ (flnt~~OO}), Z2] 
is non-trivial with 8'+2g = 0 and with Aut g (t+ I)-transitive, (or if g is a non-trivial 
(t + I)-transitive Z2-cocycle of degree t + 2), then Aut g can be obtained as a transitive 
extension from its stabilizer group in this way. 
Hence a (t + I)-transitive permutation group (with t ;;.1) can be obtained by the 
Generalized Graph Extension Theorem if and only if it is the group of automorphisms of 
some non-trivial Z2-cocycle of degree t + 2. 
A t-(v, t+ 1, A) design with vanishing Z2-coboundary (or with the property that each 
(t + 2)-subset of points contains an even number of blocks) is called a regular t- graph. For a 
survey of regular 2-graphs and applications we refer to the work of Seidel [15]. If G is a 
t-transitive permutation group of degree n andf a G-invariant Z2-cocycle of degree t + 1, 
then f is of course a t - (n, t + 1, A) design with vanishing Z2 - coboundary or a regular 
t-graph. Hence a t-transitive finite permutation group can be obtained as a transitive 
extension from its stabilizer group by the method of the Generalized Graph Extension 
Theorem if and only if it is the group of automorphisms of some non-trivial regular 
t-graph. 
Many classical doubly transitive permutation groups (of Chevalley type) can be obtained 
in this way such as the projective unimodular groups PSL (2, q) with q == 1 (mod 4), the 
projective special unitary groups PSU (3, q2) with q odd, the symplectic groups Sp (2n, 2) 
in both doubly transitive representations, the semi direct products V22nSp(2n, 2) where V 
denotes the additive group of the vector space, and the groups of Ree type 2G2(q). Also the 
sporadic simple groups of Higman-Sims (H.S.) and of Conway (.3) in their doubly 
transitive representations of degree respectively 176 and 276 can be obtained in this way 
(see [6]). 
For t = 3 we have that the 3-transitive affine group AGL(3, 2) of degree 8 can be 
obtained in this way as a transitive extension of its stabilizer group: PGL(3, 2) (or the group 
of symmetries of the Fano configuration) since it leaves a non-trivial regular 3-graph 
invariant: the 3-(8,4,4) design of non-planar 4-subsets of the three-dimensional affine 
space of order 2 (see example 2). 
Also for t = 3 we have that the Mathieu group Ml1 in its exceptional 3-transitive 
representation of degree 12 can be obtained in this way as a transitive extension from its 
stabilizer group: the projective unimodular group PSL(2, 11) in its exceptional doubly 
transitive representation of degree 11 (see [8]). Consider the 5-transitive Mathieu group 
(fl 24 , M 24 ) of degree 24, an umbral dodecad U 12 and a point p E fl24 - U 12 • Then the 
subgroup of M24 which leaves U 12 invariant and which fixes the point p is isomorphic with 
Ml1 and this group acts 3-transitive on the umbra I dodecad U 12 • The design whose points 
are the points of U 12 and whose blocks are those blocks of the Steiner system L24 of Witt 
(associated to M 24 ) which have exactly 6 points in common with U12 and which are incident 
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with the point p is a 3-(12, 6, 2) Hadamard 3-design, which is a transitive extension of the 
biplane on 11 points admitting the doubly transitive representation of PSL(2, 11) as group 
of automorphisms. The 4-subsets of U12 which are not contained in blocks of this 
Hadamard 3-design form a 3-(12,4,3) design with vanishing Z2-coboundary or a 
non-trivial regular 3-graph. This regular 3-graph is a double extension of the Petersen 
graph (which is a 1-(10,2,3) design). No other examples are known of triply transitive 
permutation groups which can be obtained in this way. For t == 4 it is easy to see that no 
orbit or no union of orbits of 5-subsets of the two known 4-transitive permutation groups: 
Mll (in its usual sharply 4-transitive representation of degree 11) and M 23 , has a vanishing 
Z2-coboundary. The same is true for the unique strictly 4-homogeneous permutation 
group which has non-trivial orbit designs of 5-subsets: the group PfL (2, 32) (see Kantor 
[9]). Also none of the infinite family of 4_(2d + 1,5,5) designs of Alltop (see [1]) has a 
vanishing Z2-coboundary, and the same is true for the 4_(2d + 1,5, 2d - 8) designs of 
5-subsets which are not blocks of the Alltop designs. Neither we have found any sporadic 
4-design (obtained from coding theory) with this property. Hence the problem of the 
existence of regular 4-graphs remains open. For t == 5 it is easy to see that both of the two 
known 5-transitive permutation groups: the Mathieu groups M12 and M24 leave some 
non-trivial regular 5-graph invariant. For M12 this is the 5-(12,6,6) design of 6-subsets 
which are not blocks of the associated Steiner system L12 of Witt and for M24 this is the 
5-(24,6, 16) design of umbral hexads (see example 3 and [12]). 
THEOREM. A t-transitive permutation group (n, G) can be obtained by the Generalized 
Graph Extension Theorem if and only if H t+ 1(n, G, Z2);i-- O. 
PROOF. Since (n, G) is t-transitive we have no non-trivial G-orbits in the natural 
action on the t-subsets and so Bt+\n, G, Z2) == 0 if t is odd and 
if t is even. If now (n, G) can be obtained by the Generalized Graph Extension Theorem 
then we know that it leaves some non-trivial regular t-graph f invariant. Hence f(a g ) = 
f(a) 'Va E C~I) 'VgE G; 8 t+1f= 0 and so fEZt+\n, G, Z2)' ButfeB t+1(n, G, Z2) since 
fis non-trivial. HenceZ t + 1(n, G, Z2) > B'+1(n, G, Z2) or H'+l(n, G, Z2) ¥- O. Conversely 
if H'+l(n, G, Z2) ¥- 0 then there exist a (t + I)-system f E zt+l(n, G, Z2) such that 
fe B t+ 1(n, G, Z2) or such thatfis non-trivial. But since f is G-invariant and since (n, G) is 
t-transitive, it is a t-design and since it is also a Z2-cocycle of degree t + 1 it is a non-trivial 
regular t-graph. Hence if H t+ 1(n, G, Z2) ¥- 0 then (n, G) leaves some non-trivial regular 
t- graph invariant and so it can be obtained as a transitive extension from its stabilizer 
group by the Generalized Graph Extension Theorem. 
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